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Building PQR Trees in Almost-Linear TimeGuilherme P. Telles � Jo~ao Meidanis yAbstratIn 1976, Booth and Leuker invented the PQ trees as a ompat way of storing andmanipulating all the permutations on n elements that keep onseutive the elementsin ertain given sets C1; C2; : : : ; Cm. This problem �nds appliations in DNA physialmapping, interval graph reognition, logi iruit optimization and data retrieval, forinstane. In 1995, Meidanis and Munuera reated the PQR trees, a natural general-ization of PQ trees. The di�erene between them is that PQR trees exist for every setolletion, even when there are no valid permutations. The R nodes enapsulate subsetswhere the onseutive ones property fails. In this note we present an almost-linear timealgorithm to build a PQR tree for an arbitrary set olletion.1 IntrodutionGiven a olletion of m subsets C1; C2; : : : ; Cm of a set U of n elements, the onseutiveones problem onsists in answering whether there is a permutation of the elements in Uthat keep the elements of eah Ci onseutive.Many problems an be stated as the onseutive ones problem, suh as DNA phys-ial mapping [9℄, interval graphs reognition [4℄, logi iruit optimization [3℄ and dataretrieval [5℄.The onseutive ones problem was solved by a polynomial algorithm devised by Fulk-erson and Gross [4℄ in 1965. Booth and Leuker [1℄ invented the PQ trees in 1976, a datastruture to solve the problem and ompatly represent every valid permutation for U sub-jet to C1; C2; : : : ; Cm. They also gave a linear algorithm for building PQ trees. PQ treesthemselves are useful in solving other problems not diretly related to the onseutive onesproblem, suh as planarity test [1℄ and interval graphs isomorphism [6℄. In 1995, Meidanisand Munuera [7℄ reated the PQR trees, a natural generalization of PQ trees, and gavea quadrati algorithm to build the PQR trees. In a ontinuation of this work, Meidanis,Porto and Telles [8℄ extended the algebrai theory behind this problem. PQR trees an beused to solve the problems PQ trees solve, with the additional advantage that when thereis no valid permutation PQR trees will point out spei� subolletions responsible for thefailure of the onseutive ones property [8℄.For a long time it was unknown whether the extra R nodes introdue enough omplexityinto the struture as to make a linear time algorithm impossible. One major problem in this�Institute of Mathematial and Computer Sienes, University of S~ao Paulo, CP 668, 13560-970, S~aoCarlos-SP, Brazil. E-mail: gpt�im.usp.bryInstitute of Computing, University of Campinas, CP 6176, 13083-970, Campinas-SP, Brazil. E-mail:meidanis�i.uniamp.br 1



2 Telles and Meidanisrespet was related to the movement of unolored (\white") nodes (see Setion 4), whihdid not seem to be bounded by the number of blak or gray nodes. Here we show how toimplement the algorithm so as to never have to move unolored nodes. Another importantissue was to merge two Q or R nodes in time O(1). We solved this issue by representingthe hildren of suh nodes as a union-�nd struture, where only one designated hild pointto the parent, and the other siblings point to this designated hild diretly or indiretly,omposing a union-�nd struture. This leads to O(1) merging, but the prie to pay isO(�(r)) to �nd the parent, and an overall almost-linear time bound, where r is the numberof ones in the input matrix.The algorithm given here is not a simple extension of Booth and Leuker's algorithm,but relies on deeper properties of the trees unovered by the new theory. It uses a fewernumber of better organized patterns than the PQ algorithm. The orretness proof alsodraws heavily on the theory developed and the amortized analysis we present is based on aleaner potential funtion. We believe that this ontributes signi�antly towards a de�nitesolution to this problem.This artile is organized as follows. Setion 2 gives basi de�nitions and Setion 3introdues the basis on PQR theory. Our algorithm and analysis ome in Setions 4 and 5.Our onlusions appear in Setion 6.2 De�nitionsThe term olletion is used here as a synonym for set of sets. Hereafter, olletions willalways be denoted by alligraph apitals, suh as C. To simplify notation, we sometimeswrite a set as a list of its elements in any order. For example, A = fk; l;m; ng an bewritten as A = lnkm . A permutation of a �nite set U , jU j = n, is a one-to-one mapping� : f1; 2; : : : ; ng 7! U . Given a permutation � of the elements of U , and a subset A ofU , we say that A is onseutive in � when the elements of A appear onseutively in �.For example, if U = abdef and � = efbda , the subset A = db is onseutive in �, whileB = efa is not. Given a pair (U; C), with C � P(U), we say that a permutation � of U isvalid (with respet to C) if all sets A 2 C are onseutive in �. The pair (U; C) has theonseutive ones property (C1P) if there is at least one valid permutation.A PQR tree T is a rooted tree with four types of nodes { P, Q, R and leaves { subjetto the following restritions:� The leaves are in one-to-one orrespondene with the elements of the set U .� Every P node has at least two hildren.� Every Q node has at least three hildren.� Every R node has at least three hildren.An example of a PQR tree for the set U = abdefghijklmnop and the olletion C =fabdef; b; d; de; e; ghijklmn; no; op; hijkl; lmg appears in Figure 3.A PQ tree is just a PQR tree without R nodes [8℄. PQ trees are a ompat way ofrepresenting all valid permutations for a olletion with the C1P [1℄. Reading the leavesfrom left to right gives a valid permutation. All other valid permutations are given byequivalent trees, obtained from one another by:



Building PQR Trees in Almost-Linear Time 3� arbitrary permutations of the hildren of a P node,� reversal of the hildren of a Q node,In general, regardless of whether the tree has the C1P, a PQR tree is a ompat way ofrepresenting its ompletion (see Setion 3).A node v in a PQR tree is identi�ed with the set of leaves having v as anestor. We use vto denote either the node or the set of its desendent leaves (elements of U) interhangeably.Given two sets A and B, we de�ne the following operations:� The nondisjoint union of A and B, denoted A℄B, is equal to A[B provided thatA \B 6= ;.� The nonontained di�erene of A and B, denoted A Æn B, is equal to AnB providedthat B 6� A.Two sets A and B are orthogonal, denoted A ? B, if either A � B, or B � A, or elseA \B = ;. Similarly, a olletion C is orthogonal to a set A if every set in C is orthogonalto A.3 PQR TheoryMeidanis and Munuera [7℄ reated a theory, later onsolidated by Meidanis, Porto, andTelles [8℄, that greatly helps reasoning about the problem and lies at the heart of thealgorithm we present here. In this setion we reall basi �ndings of this theory that willbe used in the sequel.The main points of the theory are:� the realization that the set operations intersetion, nonontained di�erene, and non-disjoint union produe onseutive sets from onseutive sets and an be used toenrih the input set olletion C into a normalized, omplete olletion C. The PQRtree assoiated to C is essentially unique and depends only on C.� the realization that the onept of orthogonality between sets an be used to hara-terize the nodes that appear in a PQR tree for C, through the olletion C?, whihholds every set orthogonal to C.To formalize these statements, it is important to have a way of obtaining the om-plete olletion Compl (T ) assoiated to a PQR tree T from the tree itself. The olletionCompl (T ) is de�ned as follows, where DesT (S) is the set Sv2S v.1. The trivial sets ;, U , and fxg for all x 2 U are ontained in Compl (T ),2. DesT (S) is in Compl (T ) if S is the set of all hildren of a P node of T ,3. DesT (S) is in Compl (T ) if S is a set of onseutive hildren of a Q node of T ,4. DesT (S) is in Compl (T ) if S is an arbitrary set of hildren of an R node of T ,5. No other sets are in Compl (T ).



4 Telles and MeidanisThe following results from an earlier work [8℄ are important here:Theorem 1 A olletion C orresponds to a PQR tree T if and only ifC = Compl(T ):Theorem 2 If T is a PQR tree for a olletion C then the nodes of T orrespond exatlyto the sets in C \ C?.In the analysis that follows, given a PQR tree T orresponding to a olletion C, wedenote by T + S any PQR tree orresponding to the olletion C [ fSg.4 Almost-Linear Time AlgorithmThe algorithm for PQR tree onstrution in this setion is an on-line algorithm, in the sensethat, given a set U and a olletion C � P(U), it builds a PQR tree T for the olletion Cproessing (or adding) one set in C at a time.The algorithm for adding a set S to a tree T appears below. Here the LCA is the leastommon anestor node of all leaves in S.1. mark the leaves orresponding to S2. olor the tree and �nd the LCA3. restruture the tree, getting rid of gray nodes4. adjust the LCA5. unolor the treeWhat follows is a better explanation of eah step.Step 1 Leaves orresponding to the elements of S are olored blak.Step 2 Coloring of other nodes of T is done as follows:� a node v is olored blak when v � S,� a node v is olored gray when v 6? S,� a node v is left unolored (\white") when either v \ S = ; or S � v,with the following exeption: the LCA will always be left unolored, even if by the aboverules it would have to be olored blak or gray.This oloring an be aomplished simultaneously with �nding the LCA of all blakleaves as desribed in the original Booth and Leuker paper [1℄.Notie that the nodes olored gray will not be nodes of any tree T + S, sine they arenot orthogonal to S. This motivates the next step of the algorithm, whih restrutures thetree until no gray node remains.From this point on in the paper, let us denote the set of blak, gray and white hildrenof a node v respetively by B(v), G(v) and W (v).



Building PQR Trees in Almost-Linear Time 5Template OperationsPP Transform P node into Q nodePQ templatePQ Prepare the LCAReverse Q nodeMove hildren away from LCAPR Prepare the LCAMove hildren away from LCAQP Transform P node into Q nodeQQ templateQQ Reverse the LCAReverse Q nodeMerge into the LCAQR Reverse the LCAReverse Q nodeMerge into the LCARP Transform P node into Q nodeRQ templateRQ Merge into the LCARR Merge into the LCATable 1: Templates for Step 3.Step 3 This step repeatedly kills, merges, or unolors gray nodes, sometimes also reatingnew nodes when needed, until no gray nodes remain in the tree. This step is therefore theiteration of a simpler task, whih is the proessing of one gray node.while there is a gray hild v of the LCAproess v using the appropriate templateend whileTemplates are seleted based on the type of the LCA and on the type of its hild beingproessed. Every template is assoiated with a set of operations or other templates, asshown in Table 1. The operations that ompose templates are illustrated in Figures 1and 2, where a triangle represents a node whih type is either Q or R, and r is the labelfor the LCA. Operations \Reverse Q node" and \Reverse the LCA" are not illustrated inthe �gures. The �rst onsists in reversing a Q node when its leftmost hild is white and itsrightmost hild is gray or blak or when its leftmost hild is gray and its rightmost hild isblak. In other words, the goal is to leave a node in the left end at least as \dark" as theone in the right end. The seond onsists in reversing the LCA when it is a Q node usingthe same rules for \Reverse Q node", but with respet to the left and right neighbors of thehild of the LCA being proessed. When the hild v being proessed has only one neighbor,then if this neighbor is blak or gray it should be on the left of v; when it is white, it shouldbe on the right of v.



6 Telles and MeidanisNotie also that while it seems that we have 9 templates, nodes of type Q and R aretreated rather similarly, and one an use only the 4 templates PP, PQ, QP, QQ (treatingan R node as if it were of type Q) without a�eting the orretness of the algorithm andwithout a signi�ant time penalty either.Step 4 After Step 3, there are no gray nodes left in the tree. Therefore, all maximal blaknodes are hildren of the LCA. We have to adjust the LCA as follows, aording to its type.� the LCA is a P-node: if the LCA has 2 or more blak hildren, and at least one whitehild, reate a new hild of type P of the LCA and move all blak maximal nodes tothis new node.� the LCA is a Q-node: if all maximal blak nodes are onseutive, do nothing; otherwise
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Figure 1: Operations that ompose PQR templates: (a) Transform P node into Q node,(b) Prepare the LCA, () Merge into the LCA.



Building PQR Trees in Almost-Linear Time 7
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T 00 if z = 0Figure 2: Operation \Move hildren away from the LCA", that omposes PQR templates.hange the type of the LCA to R.� the LCA is a R-node: do nothing.Step 5 Unolor all blak nodes.Figure 3 shows the exeution of the algorithm for the tree shown and S = ghm.5 Corretness and omplexity5.1 CorretnessTo prove that the algorithm is orret it is neessary to show that, if T 0 and T 00 are theolored trees before and after any given step in the algorithm, thenCompl (T 0) [ S = Compl (T 00) [ S (1)This is easy to see for Steps 2, 4, and 5. For Step 3, we need to show the invariant (1)holds for all the operations on PQR trees desribed in the previous setion. To illustratethe proof method, we will show how it applies to operation Prepare the LCA. The nodes inT 0 all appear also in T 00, with the same types. Therefore Compl (T 0) [ S � Compl (T 00) [ S.On the other hand, we an writeb = (r \ S) Æn g1 Æn : : : Æn gy;



8 Telles and Meidanis
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Figure 3: Exeution of the algorithm for the tree shown and S = ghm.



Building PQR Trees in Almost-Linear Time 9whih shows that Compl (T 00) [ S � Compl (T 0) [ S, ompleting the proof.Notiing that after the last step we have S 2 Compl (T 00), we have atuallyCompl (T 00) [ S = Compl (T + S);showing that we end up with the right tree after adding S.5.2 ComplexityIn this setion we will assume that we are given a olletion C1; C2; : : : ; Cm of subsets ofU = f1; 2; : : : ; ng to onstrut their PQR tree, and that r =Pj jCjj.The main operations involved in the algorithm are: node reation, node killing, nodereversal, node moving, node merging, node oloring, and node unoloring. We will onsider�rst the operations done in Step 3, whih is the most intriate step.Eah node must know its parent beause of the way oloring is done (bottom to top).To guarantee the almost-linear time bound, we must implement the set of hildren of a Qor R node as a union-�nd struture[2℄. One designated hild will hold a pointer to theirparent, and all other siblings will point to other siblings whih are loser to the designatedhild. This permits exeution of the \Merge into the LCA" operation in O(1) time, but theprie to pay is an O(�(r)) bound for �nding the parent of a node.We will show that the algorithm performs O(r) operations, with ost O(�(r)) eah.Eah time a set S is added, work proportional to jSj is allowed. It turns out that sometimesa small set is added and the tree hanges signi�antly, meaning that we annot guaranteethat adding S an be done within O(jSj) time. However, an amortized O(jSj) bound holds.We will show this by exhibiting a tree potential funtion that reords the part of the O(jSj)not atually used for work yet and whih is available to future operations.In what follows, a move operation inludes moving and merging nodes.Theorem 3 The amount of operations involved in Step 3 is dominated by the move oper-ations.Proof:Leaves are never reated or killed. Internal nodes are reated with zero hildren, andonly internal nodes with at most one hild are killed. Therefore, to kill a node its hildrenmust be moved elsewhere �rst. Likewise, the reation of a node is always followed bymovements to bring hildren in. The reversal of a node is always followed by a movementas well.Node oloring ours when a new node is olored blak. Therefore, oloring is dominatedby reation. Unoloring ours when all olored hildren of a P-node are moved elsewhere.Therefore, unoloring is dominated by movement. 2Theorem 4 The total number of moves in Step 3 of adding a set S to a tree T is boundedby: m3(T; S) � jB(r)j+ jG(r)j+Xv gray P-node(jB(v)j + jG(v)j) +Xv gray Q/R-node 1;



10 Telles and Meidanistype of LCA type of v movementsP P jB(r)j+ jG(r)j+ jB(v)j+ jG(v)jP Q/R jB(r)j+ jG(r)jQ/R P jB(v)j+ jG(v)jQ/R Q/R 1Table 2: Upper bound on number of movements in eah template ase of Step 3.where r is the LCA.Proof: See Table 2. Notie that in every ase, v eases to exist or beomes unolored.Therefore, eah gray node is proessed exatly one. Notie also that the LCA is of type Pat most in one iteration (the �rst one), and therefore enters the alulation at most one.2The main result of this setion relies on the onept of tree potential. The potential ofa tree T is de�ned as follows.pot(T ) = Xv P-node of T jvj+ Xv Q/R-node of T 1 + :Theorem 5 The gain in potential �pot(T; S) = pot(T + S)� pot(T ) when adding a set Sto a tree T satis�es�pot(T; S) � Xv2B(r) jvj � Xv gray P-node Xu2G(v) juj � Xv gray Q/R-node 1;where r is the LCA.Proof: The nodes in T + S that are not in T are (at most):� P-node with all blak hildren of r� P-nodes with all blak hildren of gray P-nodes� P-nodes with all unolored hildren of gray P-nodes� Q-node hild of an LCA of type P.The nodes in T whih are not in T + S are exatly the gray nodes. Therefore,�pot(T; S) � Xv2B(r) jvj+ Xv gray P-node Xu2B(v)[W (v) juj+ 1�Xv gray P-node jvj � Xv gray Q/R-node 1� Xv2B(r) jvj � Xv gray P-node Xu2G(v) juj � Xv gray Q/R-node 1: 2



Building PQR Trees in Almost-Linear Time 11Theorem 6 The total number of operations work(T; S) involved in adding S to T satis�eswork(T; S) = O(jSj+m3);where m3 = m3(T; S) is as in Theorem 4.Proof: Steps 1, 4 and 5 are O(jSj). Step 2 is O(jSj + m3), as proved by Booth andLeuker [1℄. In their paper they all prunned (T; S) the subtree of all gray nodes plus the LCA,and show that Step 2 is O(jprunned (T; S)j). It turns out that jprunned (T; S)j = O(m3),beause every gray node v satis�es jB(v)j+ jG(v)j � 1. 2Theorem 7 work(T; S) + �pot(T; S) = O(jSj):Proof: It suÆes to show thatm3 +�pot(T; S) = O(jSj):From previous formulas, by straightforward algebrai manipulation,m3 +�pot(T; S) � jB(r)j+ jG(r)j+ Xv2B(r) jvj+ Xv gray P-node jB(v)j� 3jSj:This last inequality is due to the following reasons:jB(r)j+ Xv gray P-node jB(v)j � jSjsine B(r) [Sv gray P-nodeB(v) is a disjoint union ontained in S;jG(r)j � jSj;sine the sets of G(r) are disjoint; �nally,Xv2B(r) jvj = ������ [v2B(r) v������� jSj;sine the sets of B(r) are disjoint and ontained in S. 2From this last theorem we an assess the total work needed to add sets C1; C2; : : : ; Cmto a universal tree T0 (a tree with just one P internal node with all leaves as its hildren),whih results in the PQR tree T for the olletion of these given sets. Adding the numberof operations for adding all the sets, we end up with:total ops + pot(T )� pot (T0) = O(r +m);or total ops = O(r +m+ n);sine pot(T ) � 0, and pot(T0) = n. As we saw, eah operation an be performed in O(�(r)),and therefore the almost-linear bound follows.



12 Telles and Meidanis6 ConlusionsThis work represents a signi�ant ontribution towards a leaner and more general solu-tion to the onseutive ones problem. Based on the theory developed by Meidanis andMunuera [7℄, later extended by Meidanis, Porto, and Telles [8℄, we propose a new algorithmto build PQR trees orresponding to a set olletion, in time proportional to the olletion'ssize.This algorithm is more intuitive than the original PQ tree algorithm proposed by Boothand Lueker, and, in addition, onstruts tress for all input olletions, regardless of theironseutive ones status. The resulting tree will point out spei� subolletions responsiblefor the failure of the onseutive ones property in the olletions as a whole.Several pratial appliations modeled by the onseutive ones problem require the abil-ity to deal with input data with errors. It is important to explore the possibility of usingPQR trees to address this issue.AknowledgmentsWe aknowledge the �nanial support of Brazilian agenies FAPESP and CNPq.Referenes[1℄ K.S. Booth and G.S. Lueker. Testing for the onseutive ones property, interval graphs,and graph planarity using PQ-tree algorithms. Journal of Computer and System Si-enes, 13(3):335{379, 1976.[2℄ T.H. Cormen, C.E. Leiserson, R.L. Rivest, and C. Stein. Introdution to Algorithms.The MIT Press and MGraw-Hill Book Company, 2001. ISBN 0-262-03293-7 (MITPress); ISBN 0-07-013151-1 (MGraw-Hill).[3℄ A.G. Ferreira and S.W. Song. Ahieving optimality for gate matrix layout and PLAfolding: a graph theoreti approah. In I. Simon, editor, Latin'92, volume 583 of LetureNotes in Computer Siene, pages 139{153, S~ao Paulo, Brasil, 1992. Springer-Verlag.[4℄ D.R. Fulkerson and O.A. Gross. Inidene matries and interval graphs. Pai� Journalof Mathematis, 15(3):835{855, 1965.[5℄ S.P. Ghosh. File organization: the onseutive retrieval property. Communiations ofthe ACM, 15(9):802{808, 1972.[6℄ G.S. Lueker and K.S. Booth. A linear time algorithm for deiding interval graph iso-morphism. Journal of the ACM, 26(2):183{195, 1979.[7℄ J. Meidanis and E.G. Munuera. A simple linear time algorithm for binary phylogeny.In N. Ziviani, J. Piquer, B. Ribeiro, and R. Baeza-Yates, editors, Proeedings of the XVIntern. Conf. of the Chilean Computer Siene Soiety, pages 275{283, Aria, Chile,1995.
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